1. Touch the blank Crestron screen to wake up the screen.
2. Touch screen again to power on system.
3. Select an input on main page. Selecting an input will automatically turn on projector.
**Audio**

- **Source Volume** = audio level
- **Up** and **Down** arrows increase the levels
- **Mute** buttons silence and engage the audio

---

**Lighting**

1. Touch the **Advanced Options and Room Control** button

---

**Power**

- **On**
- **Lighting**
- **Computer + Laptop**
- **Document Camera**
- **Dual Image**
- **Off**
1. Touch **Laptop** to display the laptop on the projector

2. Connect VGA cable to laptop (located on the console)

3. Make sure laptop is in external display mode (Fn+F8, or equivalent)

---

**Power On**  **Audio + Lighting**  **Laptop**  **Document Camera**  **Dual Image**  **Power Off**
Document Camera

1. Touch **Doc Cam** button to display the doc cam on the projector

2. Slide the drawer out to access the document camera

3. Lift and pull green tab on arm of document camera to lift arm

4. Place the document(s) on center of the flat white surface

5. Use the Zoom arrows to zoom in (▲) or out (▼)

---

**Power On** | **Audio + Lighting** | **Laptop** | **Document Camera** | **Dual Image** | **Power Off**

---
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Classroom Technologies - Hudson 201/218
Dual Image

Note: Projectors in this room allow for two different sources to be projected side by side.

1. Touch **Laptop** to display the laptop on the projector.

2. **Optional**: Setting the laptop resolution to 800x600 increases the clarity of the projected laptop image.

3. Manually power on the document camera.

4. Touch **Dual Image Input Select**.

5. The Projector will display the laptop and the document camera.

---

**Buttons:**

- **Power On**
- **Audio + Lighting**
- **Laptop**
- **Document Camera**
- **Dual Image**
- **Power Off**

---
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Duke University - Pratt School of Engineering
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System: Power Off

1. Pressing the **Shut Down** button will shut off all equipment including the projector and will raise the screen.

2. Questions or problems with the classroom technology in this room? Contact Pratt IT. We can only help if we know.